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Customer: Normeca A/S

When it comes to Mobile Systems within healthcare we always work with HMK 
BILCON. It is the most reliable and innovative supplier company with whom we have 
worked for the past three years. 

In 2008 and 2009 HMK BILCON has engineered and constructed two complete 
Mobile Hospitals for us which we delivered to the “Royal Saudi Land Forces”.
At the moment HMK BILCON is developing a new expandable container which 
will be used in natural disaster areas (ex. Haiti) where logistics problems to 
reach the injured and wounded may arise. 

The new container will be an unique solution, as it will expand from 15 m2 
(container only) to fully operational 140 m2. This field Container Hospital 
will be used as fully functional ordinary hospital with all basic equip-
ment required for crucial rescue operations.

The story of the mobileBlood starts in 2004, where the regional hospital in Viborg 
(Denmark) saw that the stationary blood bank was about to close. To increase the 
number of collected blood, specification requirements for an offer were presented. 
The solution was a mobile blood bank.

The area manager Annie, R. Nielsen explains: ”Everyone in the blood bank was 
confident that the solution for more blood collections was to come to the donor. 
HMK won our offer as they had the best solution for our wishes. Moreover, we 
were closely involved in the design process, choosing the interior layout and 
equipment, so that the final mobile solution would fit our wishes”

The choice was a HMK’s “Multispace M” trailer with 2 expandable sides, 
which increase the width inside the trailer to 6.25 m. This gave the op-
portunity of 7 blood collection seats, 2 interviewing rooms, a toilet and 
a separate personnel room.

The fact of having a good working environment, a spacious atmo-
sphere, is as important for working nurses as it is for the donors. 
No one should feel like ”trapped in a box”.

All in all both donors and personnel are extremely happy and 
satisfied with the mobileBlood. We have fulfilled our goal 
having more donors. The concept of a mobile unit is working 
without any problems and mobile-Blood is never the less a 
visible ambassador for the Blood Banks in all Middle and 
West Jutland. We are proud of our mobile blood bank!” 
says Annie R. Nielse.
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Why work with us?

Why Go Mobile?
It has been seen, not only in Denmark, that the 

big hospitals are slowly closing and centralizing 
their forces in bigger cities. This means, that the 

Blood Banks are also affected by those changes, 
and many are either closed or moved.

Many blood donors would love to contribute to the 
blood banks but do not have the opportunity to reach 

the destination. The solution is going mobile. Thus the 
blood bank can reach the blood donors who were also af-

fected by hospital changes. Since the implementation of 
new changes, not only the majority of donors will be reached, 

but it will also attract potential blood donors by creating curi-
osity in the Mobile Blood Bank. 

The interior and the exterior of each mobile unit is designed in 
close collaboration with the customer. The unit is delivered with 

logos of the blood bank, city or the campaign.

Leader in Mobile Solutions 
HMK BILCON is the leading manufacturer within special constructions. 
Over the years the company has increased its position as a serious 
collaborator and supplier of all types of special constructions, such 
as special trailers and special containers in Europe.

This is the result of a continuous product development with the 
main emphasis on optimization of user-friendliness, reliabil-
ity, service life of the products and a good dialogue with the 
clients before, after and through the construction phase.

Support service after the unit sale is an important part 
of our concept. Our customers can expect the best ser-
vice after the mobile unit is delivered to them. HMK 
BILCON takes pride in living up to the expectations 
of its clients.

100% Custom Made
We are the biggest manufacturer in Scan-
dinavia of custom made multispace ve-
hicles, which can be designed and used 
for a wide range of purposes. The key-
word   is mobility and efficiency at an             
attractive price.

Multispace vehicles can always be 
designed in accordance with spe-
cial wishes and requirements.



Multispace M
Blood Donation Unit

MOBILITY 
The mobile blood donation 

unit is equal to a normal sta-
tionary blood donation station 

at any hospital having the same 
services onboard.

The unit is highly mobile, built upon 
a semi-trailer, and can therefore be 

positioned where any normal truck 
can go. 

USER FRIENDLINESS
The bodywork is bright and attractive for 
both donor and personnel allowing spa-
cious workplace with an ergonomically 
designed working environment, which 
was a fulfillment of special design 
from the customer. The unit prepa-
ration is fully automated easening 
the work for everyone.

INTELIGENT INTERIOR DESIGN
The unit has no less than 62 m2 of ground 

floor allowing 7-8 bed configuration. The 2 
pods on the sides are extended revealing a 

total width of 6.2 meters.

When the 
blood service 
comes to the 

donor



WHY A SOLUTION WITH 2 
EXPANDABLE PODS?
The mobile blood donation unit with 2 
expandable pods gives the optimal lay-
out and comfortability for the nurses 
and doctors working in the unit as 
well as for the blood donors. The 
donors can lie comfortably in the 
beds, without being disturbed by 
busy nurses passing them in 
the 67 m2 unit.

 

INTERIOR DESIGN
The solution of a 2-pod unit
1.  Main entrance
2. Two interviewing rooms
3. Hydraulic lift for handicapped
4. Four-seat waiting area
5. Small kitchen area 
6. Room for 7 beds/stations
7. Rest room for the staff with 
    lockers for personal use
8. Toilet

PREPARATION
The unit preparation is fully automated and 

takes one person to prepare. After 20 minutes 
the unit is ready for the donors to contribute to 

the blood collections. It is therefore a turn-key solu-
tion ready to use.

Multispace M 
Blood Donation Unit

When the 
hospital 

comes to the 
patient
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Multispace M
Blood Donation Unit

UNIT WITH NO EXPANDABLE PODS
The unit has the size of a standard EU-trail-
er: 13.7m x 2.55m. 
The total of 34.9 m2 gives the oppor-
tunity of placing a toilet in the front 
of the trailer, 2 interviewing rooms, 
a personnel room, a waiting room 
with a small kitchen and 5 beds for 
the donors.

WHAT IS NOT SEEN 
IN THE PICTURES

Every mobile blood bank 
designed by HMK BILCON is 

equipped with the following 
standard solutions.

1: Air-conditioning and heating
2: Separate water tanks for fresh 

and waste water, 300L
3: Generator and wiring for fixed 

power supply (230V)
4: Automated unit preparation

5: Computer and internet wiring
6: Light, heated floor, cupboards, beds.

7: + customer requirements

UNIT WITH 
1 EXPANDABLE POD

The unit with one expandable 
pod has the same posibilities as 

the unit with no pod. The one and 
only difference lies in the size, as 

the 1 poded solution increases the 
floor from 34.9 m2  to 51.4 m2.
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